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Recruit three friends to learn and work
along with you! Email or text us an
image of this completed Team Card and
we will arrange a weekly writing session
that fits your schedules.
International Student Group Pricing:
one student - normally $75/hr, just $60/hr.
two students - normally $60/hr, just $50/hr.
three students - normally $50/hr, just $45/hr.
four students - normally $45/hr, just $40/hr
Prices are per student present in each group at each meeting
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Sure, it's worth every penny you pay, but if you must stretch
your pennies to pay for other things, private tutoring is often
one of the first to be left out.
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That's tragic, because quality personal tutoring pays big
dividends over time. One-on-one expert mentoring is one of the
strongest contributors to success in any field. Academic writing
is no different.
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So investing those pennies in a Wordsmith writing coach can
make the difference between "barely squeaking through" and
excelling, between "making do with what I know" and gaining
transformative expertise in a skill that will serve you well all the
rest of your life: writing.
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that transformative coaching with your friends?
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Now there is! Fill out this Writing Team card, recruit a friend
(or two, or three!) and text a photo of your completed card to
us at 323-694-3191. We will reply and schedule a weekly
coaching session with you and your Team, at substantially
reduced rates.
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That's the kind of math everyone can embrace.
Even though we don't tutor math... only writing.
And critical thinking. Analysis and synthesis. Argumentation
and rhetoric. Literature review, citation and reference format,
APA, MLA and CMS styles, and more... everything, in fact, that
goes into the process and product of academic writing.
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Seriously, you know you can do better. So can your friends. You
can all write better, right now, for less than ever before. Call or
text us to get started!
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